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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

The ornamental design is related to copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 08/618,525 filed on Mar. 19, 1996 which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device;

FIG. 2 is a rear elevational view embodying the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device;

FIG. 3 is a first end view of the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device corresponding to looking in an upwardly direction from the bottom of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a side view of the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device corresponding to looking in a leftward direction from the right hand side of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a second end view of the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device corresponding to looking in a downwardly direction from the top of FIG. 1; and,

FIG. 6 is a side view of the ornamental design constituting my invention of a removable variable resistance disk for an exercise device corresponding to looking in a rightward direction from the left side of FIG. 3.
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